
The slide above illustrates Abraham Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs. This may be familiar to

some of you as it has been widely used in leadership classes and business schools for many

years. To put it simply this pyramid illustrates that we only become concerned about certain

aspects of our life when we have satisfied the needs that exist in lower portions of the

pyramid. In other words, for instance, a man who is worrying about whether he will be able to

put food on the table to feed his family does not overly concern himself with worrying about

which model of company car his boss is likely to provide for him. A person dying of a

terminal illness does not spend his or her time worrying about whether Katie Price will be

doing the next bushtucker trial. And so on and so forth. At the top of this pyramid reside the

highly successful, well adjusted, happy people in our society and Maslow refers to them as

self actualised. This group has satisfied all of the needs illustrated in the rest of the pyramid

and, as a result, live happy and contented lives. According to Maslow (and there is general

agreement about this), these people have three main character traits in common. They are:



 Independence of the good opinion of
other people

 Detachment from all outcomes

 No desire to have power over other
people

Now, whilst all of these traits are admirable, for my purposes I want to look at the middle

one, detachment from all outcomes. Certain students of Maslow who have become self help

gurus in their own right have examined this character trait and defined it, as far as it relates

to success generally, as follows:

One of the most important
aspects to achieving success
is to do what you do, in the

best way you can, whilst
remaining completely

emotionally detached from the
outcome.



Now, the question is does the gambler exhibit the emotional detachment to an outcome,

according to Maslow and many others, essential to success. If you are in any doubt about

this please take yourself along to any horse race meeting and observe the crowd’s complete

emotional detachment from the outcome as the race draws to a close. I don’t think so. Now I

am not saying that all gamblers are unsuccessful and lose their money but, being realistic,

we all know that the vast majority of them are and do. It is worth remembering that the

gambling industry has now become an enormous worldwide industry. I read a couple of

years ago that gambling was the largest growth industry in the UK and, as far as I know, it

may well be so today. Of course this enormous industry is run and controlled by people who

know it’s a business, they know it’s an industry, they aren’t gamblers. They know, as I

believe we all do deep down, that the only reason this enormous industry exists is because

gamblers lose. If they didn’t it wouldn’t. It’s not surprising therefore that it is necessary for

gamblers in general to exhibit the very opposite character traits to those which determine

success. Another great thinker and writer of the 20th century put the same point in another

way. Rudyard Kipling in his immortal poem “IF” says:

If you can meet with Triumph and
Disaster

And treat those two imposters just the
same;

………………………………………………
……………

Yours is the Earth and everything that's
in it,

And - which is more - you'll be a Man,
my son!



Does the gambler treat the two impostors triumph and disaster just the same? Of course he

doesn't, he has no idea they are impostors. He treats them as gods, they rule his life. If he

wins (triumph) he is over the moon if he loses (disaster) he's down in the dumps

I hope what I’m showing you gives you something of the flavour of what I want to get over to

you today - there are no good results or bad results - they are all the same - some benefit

you in the short term, some in the long term, but they all benefit you. There are no triumphs

or disasters, not even impostors.

Whilst I’m on the subject of ways of thinking, I’d like to mention an old boss of mine from

over 30 years ago. His name is Richard Jeffrey and he is without doubt the finest motivator

of people I have ever come across in my life. Like most people in the 70s skilled in

motivation, he used to make use of acronyms, such as PMA (positive mental attitude) and

KISS (keep it simple, stupid) but his very favourite was:

SNIOP
Which is short for, for those of you who don’t know, subject to the negative influence of other

people. To a lesser or greater degree we are all guilty of this. You know what I mean, you

have a brilliant idea or, more precisely, you have what you think it’s a brilliant idea and within

15 minutes you can find 10 people who will tell you what a rubbish idea it actually is (this

doesn’t mean of course that the idea is actually rubbish, it just means that 10 people are

prepared to tell you that it is). If you are married, your spouse is probably going to be the first

in line and if you have grown up children they will probably follow closely after.



I suspect that the vast majority of you who have attended the seminar and are reading these

notes have been subject to this. There are of course people who allow the negative influence

of other people to dominate their lives but fortunately I don’t have to worry too much about

this group of people because they have not attended the seminar nor are they reading these

notes. By the same token there are two major motivational forces in our lives and they are:

desire for gain or fear of loss. Again I don’t have to worry too much about the people who are

dominated by fear of loss because again they have not attended the seminar nor are they

reading these notes. Personally, I am motivated more from desire for gain than fear of loss

and I am pretty sure that my audience consists of like-minded people.

Finally, on the subject of mindsets, I would like to mention an individual named Wayne Dyer

who is an American psychiatrist and one of today’s foremost self help and motivational

speakers. He took a phrase that we are all familiar with, and have probably used, and turned

it around. The phrase is “I’ll believe it when I see it”. Wayne Dyer’s view is that given the

human condition a more appropriate phrase would be “I’ll see it when I believe it”. When you

think about it, that’s probably true because we do tend to see what we think we should see.

He gives an amusing example of people who drive into town or city centres looking for “no

place to park” and guess what they find.

PaulB
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This part added 2/7/11 So how do the previous pages relate to what I (and now you) do. Firstly, this 200 point bank. I know I keep banging on about it but in my opinion I can'tover emphasise it's importance. What do I actually mean, well here it is.  There are only two possible outcomes for this bank, if it's a true bank, and they are: a) It will grow b) It will disappear completely  I succeed at this because I have absolutely no emotional attachment to my bank (it's difficult I know but it's vital). I have no attachment to any individual day's week's or month's results. It looks like a rollercoaster when you examine the figures but to me it's just a boring straight line goingupwards.



Unless you can go some way towards this mindset, especially with regard to your

bank disappearing, in my opinion you will fail because you were able to fool yourself

into believing that you had a 200 point bank when, in reality, you had nothing of the

sort.

Finally I don't ever want to receive an email along the lines of:

Paul, I've lost 100 £10 points, that's £1,000 I can't afford, so I'm giving up because

what you do doesn't work. If you can imagine yourself writing such an email, please,

please give up now, this very minute, and save that £1,000 because, in my opinion,

sadly, you are doomed to failure.

If anyone hasn't read my remarks on the FAQ page about what you need to be able

to do when losing, I advise you to read them now, before you place a bet today.

Paul
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